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This Technical Report consists of reprints of four papers

that deal with four different aspects of the problem of ultra-

sonic reflection from a liquid-solid interface.

The first paper is concerned with the problem of reducing

the mathematical form of the reflection coefficient of an

ultrasonic wave from a solid plate in a liquid to the form of

the reflection coefficient when the solid is considered to be

a halfspace, i.e., from finite to infinite thickness of the

solid layer.

The second paper treats the reflection when the solid is of

finite thickness and a mode of vibration is excited by the in-

cident beam, and when the incident sound signal is a bounded

beam.

The third article describes some effects that may occur if

the solid reflector has small inhomogeneities.

The last paper deals with changes in the reflection effects

when the incident beam contains more than one frequency, as

is often the case when the sound amplitude becomes high.
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REDUCIBILITY OF PLANE WAVE REFLECTIVITY FROM A SOLID
PLATE IN A LIQUID TO A LIQUID-SOLID INTERFACE.

J.M. Claeys and O.J. Leroy
K. U. Leuven Campus Kortrijk, Kortrijk, Belgium.

T.D.K. Ngoc and W.G. Mayer
Physics Department, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C 20057, U.S.A.

Abstract

The ultrasonic plane wave reflection coefficient for a flat solid plate immersed in a liquid
should be reducible to that for a liquid-solid interface as the plate thickness becomes very
large. Existing formulae, which are based on the assumption that propagation vectors are
real quantities, do not provide this reducibility. It is shown that reducibility can be achieved
onlv when the propagation vectors are complex quantities. ie., when absorption is taken
into account. The approach given here can thus be used to determine reflectivity for
material thicknesses which are neither truly infinite nor very thin. The results provide
practical criteria to determine the lower limit of sample thickness that can be considered
a half- space.

Introduction

Reflection of ultrasonic plane waves in a liquid-solid-liquid system has been described [i ,2J
by the amplitude reflection coefficient RLSL. derivable from consideration of the bound-
ary conditions at the interfaces. The plane wave amplitude reflection coefficient RLS for
a liquid-solid interface was also obtained [I.21 when the boundary conditions at that
interface are taken into account.
It was shown 121 that. beside the material characteristics, the behavior of RLSL is solely

determined by one physical parameter. the product frequency f times the thickness d of
the solid plate. Mathematical and physical consistency requires that RLSL become RLs as
this product tends to infinity. This property has not been established, although it was
briefly discussed by Pitts 12). It is also interesting to understand the behavior of RLSL
in this limit as well as to be able to determine the thickness of a solid plate that can be
considered a practically acceptable half-space.

Preliminary investigation indicates that absorption plays an essential part when RLSL is
examined in the limit: frequency x thickness --. The present paper will study the exist-
ence of such a limit with and without absorption being taken into consideration. As a
result. reflectivity characteristics of a thick solid plate will also be provided.

I. Plane wave reflection coefficients

The reflection coefficient RLSL for a solid immersed in a liquid, and that for a liquid-
so~lid interface. RLS. are given by 12)

RLS =(N, + N,-N3) !(N, + N, + N3).1

RLSt  Nl(FF,). (2)
where

N1  (k - 2k (3)

N2 
= 4k!K K,K,. (4)

N, - Kd /K. (5)

N N + N' - N' + 2N,N 2 (I -cosPcosQ) /(sinPsinQ). (6)

Acoustics Letters Vol. 5. No. 3, 1981



Ciaevs, Leroy, Agoc Mayer 49

F. = 1(1 - cosP) / sinP1 NI + 1(1- cosQ) / sinO N2 + N3 ,  (7)

F, = 1( +cosP) / sinP] N, + (1 + cosQ) /sinQI N2 -iN 3. (8)

The symbols used in Eqs. (3-8) are defined as follows:

k, = ksin0i. ()J

k = 2irf/v

kd = 2rf/vd without absorption. (10)

k, = 21rf/v5

k = (27rf/v)(I + ia/27r)

kd = (2lff/vd ) ( + iad/ 2 1r) with absorption (II)

k, = (2frf/vs)(I +ias/221)
K -= (k2 - k). Kd = (k -k ) Ks (k-kx)A. (12)

P dKd, Q = dKs, (13)

where

0i 2 angle of incidence,

p liquid density / solid density,

and where v, vd , v, and a. ad , a, are the measured sound velocities and attenuation per
wavelength of the longitudinal waves in the liquid, and the longitudinal and shear waves
in the solid, respectively. Consideration of Eqs. (1 -13) shows that RLSL depends on fd
only through terms involving P and Q. The existence of lim RLSL thus dwells essentially
on the behavoiur of P and Q at such a limit.

ll. Limit of RLSL as fd tends to infmity

When absorption is included, that is a, ad, a, * 0, P and Q have the form

P = fd(PR +ipl)and Q = fd(qR +iqt).

where pR, Pi, qR, and qt. in general are non-zero and finite. The form of the wave func-
tions chosen in the derivation of RLSL implies 12] that Pt and q, are non-negative, so as
to make the sound amplitude decay as physically expected. In the limit of fd tending to
infinity, the behaviour of RLSL is governed by terms containing P and Q. It is observed
that

cosP = cos(fdpR ) cosh(fdpt) - isin(fdpk ) sinh(fdpi),
(14)

sinP = sin(fdpk ) cosh(fdp1 ) + icos(fdpR ) sinh(fdpi).

Since Pt is positive

lir cosh (fdp) lim sinh (fdpt) -im efdpt. (15)
fd-- fd .- - f-

Hence

Acoustics Letters VoL 5. No. 3, 1981



50O Caevs, Leroy, Ngoc. Mayer

Hence tim Cos P = im Ifdpl (cos(fdpR isin (fdpK)]
fd--. fd-- I-eO csfp)-ii~dK] (16)
lim sinP = lim~ 1idj(csfp )-ii(Cp J
fit-- I-

Equations ( 14-16) are now used to examine the limit when fd--o of terms involving P)
and Qin the expression of RLSL. First consider

tim l~osP.. i ±4IefdPI Icos(fdPk )-isin(fdpK )
fd.- sin P td-- I iefdPt I cos(fdpR) i sin (fdpR)I

but

tim I + 1 efdPIcos(Itpl )I= im I efdP j e-fdPl ± icos(fdpk )I[
fit.- 2 fd-- (28

- im 1±1efdPlcosrfdpRkl.

since p, is always positive, as mentioned earlier.

Hence

hin (~cosP = i + I ieIdp (cos(fdpK) - isin (fdp )J (9
fd- sil fd-- IiefdPI jcos(fdpR) -isin(fdpK)j

fd-- sinP (0
Similarly. it call be shown that

lim (I± COSQ) =;.(21)fd- smnQ
Next consider thc same limit of the remaining term involving P and Q,

tim I-cosPeosQ

In view of Eq. ( 16). the real part of (1I- cosPcosQ) is seen to behave as

tim Re(l-cosPcosQ)
fd --

ful I1-1 ed(I q1 ) [cos (fdpR )cos(fdqk )-sin(fdPR )sin (fdq 4 )I
fd - - 4(22)

li - 1 efd (PI + ql) IsfdR)csfq )sin(fdpt )sin (fdqft A1

where a manipulat ion similar to that of Eq. (18) has been performed.

Use or Eq. (22) yields

lin I -Cos PcosQ

fd-- sinPsinQ

= 1 e ~fd(pl + q1 ) (cosfdpR - isinfdpR ) (cosfdqk -isinfdqt) (3
fd-- 1 i e fd(pt eq1 (cosfdpk -isinfdpR (cosfdqR - isinfdqR)

or

lim 1-O~cs I. (24)
fd-- sinPsinQ

Acoustics Letters VoL 5, No. 3, 1981
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Substitution of Eqs. (20), (21) and (24) into Eq (2) results in

lim RLSL = N1+N2-N3+2N,N 2  (25)
fd-- (iNI + iN2 + iN) (-iN iN2 - iN 3)

= (N, +N 2 )2 -N' _ N, +N 2 -N 3  (26)
(N, +N 2 +N3 )2  N, +N 2 +N 3

or

lir RLSL = lir RLS. (27)
fd-- fd-"

111. Discusion

The above derivation establishes that the plane wave reflectivity from a solid plate im-
mersed in a liquid will become that from a liquid-solid interface when the plate thickness.
normalized with respect to the acoustic wavelength, tends to infinity. This result holds
only when absorption in the media is taken into account. Without absorption being con-
sidered, such limit does not exist. In particular, when absorption is neglected it can be
shown that RLSL tends to RLS only when the incident angle is larger than the shear crit-
ical angle. This is graphically illustrated in Figure 1, where the modulus of RLSL is plotted
against the incident angle with a very high value of fd, 50km/s, for a water-brass-water sys-
tem. There the IRLSL I curve is seen to be irreducible to the IRLS lone when absorption is
neglected. It is worth noting that near the Rayleigh critical angle RLSL always tends to
RLS no matter whether absorption is considered or not. This confirms the understanding
that Rayleigh surface waves or Rayleigh-type Lamb waves are always physically confined
to the first interface, which is the one on which the incoming sound waves are incident.
The physical location of the second interface obviously does not affect the behaviour of
these propagation modes.

1.0 .. 20 . 0

ANGLE OF (

I I I
I II I I I' g I '

The solid curve is reflection amplitude for a Iossless water-brass system.

Acoustics letter Vol 5 No. 3. 1981
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1.0

W 05 It

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE(@)

Figure 2. Reflection amplitude for an absorptive water-brass-water system with fd
31 .75km/s and f= -5MHz. The reflection amplitude for a water-brass inter-
face with absorption for the same frequency is illustrated by the solid curve.

0.6;,

1.0

-S

0 f0 20 30 40 so
ANGLE OF INCIOENCE()

Figure 3. Reflection amplitude for an absorptive water- brass-water system with f
IOMHz and (a) fd = 3 1.75km/s and (b) fd = 63.5km/s. respectively. The reflec-
tion amplitude for absorptive water-brass systems of the same frequency is
plotted in the solid curve.

Acoustics Letters VoL .5. No, 3. 198)
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Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate graphically the behaviour of IRLSL I when absorption is
included for a water-brass-water system. Attenuation data used for brass are derived from
measurements made by Papadakis 13] and those for water provided by Pinkerton 141.
The modulus of RLSL is presented in Figure 2 for f= 5MHz. fd = 31.75km/s. and in
Figure 3 for f= IOMHz. fd = 31.75 and 63.5km/s. Comparison of the three curves of
Figures 2 and 3 leads to the following observations: (i) as fd becomes larger IRLSL I
behaves more like IRLs 1: and (ii) for the same fd value IRLSL I tends to IRLS I faster for
higher absorption.

1.0.
- .O . /|

I ._Q / /

00.5-

w I'

0630s 90

ANGL.E OF INCIDE NCE (O)
Figure 4. Reflection amplitude for an absorptive water-Plexiglas-water system with (a)

fd - 3.1 8km/s, f = 2MHz and (b) fd = 12.7km/s. f = 4MHz. The reflection amp-

litude for an absorptive water-Plexiglas interface at 2MHz is described by the

solid curve.

1.0

ai

ANGL OFI--ENE

I V ' v

Figure 5. Reflection amplitude for an absorptive water-Piexiglas-water system with C--
6.35krnls but (a) f = 2MHz and (b) f = 4MHz. The reflection amplitude for an
absorptive wateroPlexiglas interface is descried by the solid curve.

Since the physical properties of Plexiglas are remarkably different from brass, it is int-
eresting to see how IRis L I behaves in comparison with IRLs I for a water-Plexiglas-water
system. Similar results are obtained in this case except for the fact that with a highly
absorptive substance such as Plexiglas RSL reduces to RLS at much lower values of Wd.
These are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. The attenuation data used for Plexiglas are taken
from Ngoc [5]. The smne observations as made for water-brass-water also apply here:
IRLs L I approaches IRLs I faster for higher Id values and absorption.

A.co.st Lettes VoL 5, No. 3, 1981
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54 Claeys, Leroy, Ngoc. Mayer

IV. Conclusion

The above results provide a unified picture of plane wave reflectivity for liquid-solid and
liquid-solid-liquid layered systems. It is seen that absorption plays an essential role in
verifying that RLSL is reducible to RLS when the thickness of the solid plate becomes
very large compared to the acoustic wavelength. The question of how thick a solid plate
can be considered to be a half-space for practical purposes must be addressed with proper
consideration of the absorption characteristics of the media involved.
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Correspondence

Inflhunce of Plate Mode Structure and Gaussian Beam Profile where U(R) and U(T ) are the sound amplitudes of the re-
Characterftics on Ultunaic Reflection and Transmisson flected and transmitted fields, and R(k x ) and T(k.) are the

plane wave reflection and transmission coefficients. The x-
TRAN D. K. NGOC AND WALTER G. MAYER direction is given by the propagation direction of the Lamb

wave, and the thickness of the plate, d, is measured along the
Absouct-It is shown why ultrasonic beam reflection from, and z-direction. The other symbols used in above expressions are

tranmisiom through, a solid plate immersed in a liquid may be non- defined as follows:
ecular, depending on beamwidth and the structure of the normal k, x-component of the wave vector k,

modesotvibrtlonof the plate. Theanalyis carried out for Gauo. k, (k 2 
- k2) 1/2 ,

ma incident beanu. V(k x ) Fourier transform of incident beam, defined in (4),

ki  = (w/v) sin 01,
INTRODUCTION W. sound angular frequency,

The profile of an acoustic beam reflected from or trans- 0i  incident angle,
mitted through a layered medium has recently been calculated v sound speed in the liquid,
by several authors. An analytical method was used by Berto.i Wo = W/cos 0,
and Tamir I I I for a liquid-solid interface and by Pitts (21 and W half-width of the Gaussian beam.
Ng [31 for a solid plate immersed in a liquid, respectively.
Ngoc and Mayer [4-[61 determined these profiles numeri- Equations (1) and (2) are based on the fact I i' incident
cally and showed that the use of a numerical integration beam can be represented by a superposition ol ite
method eliminated some of the limitations encountered in the number of plane waves of different incident ah ae re-
analytical formulation. flected and transmitted beams are then constructcd from

For a solid plate immersed in a liquid, Ngoc and Mayer [61 the constituent plane waves after they have interacted with
investigated the general features of the reflected and trans- the layered system via the reflection or transmission coeffi-
mitted beam profiles for incidence at plate-mode and between- cient, derived from the plane wave theory. In general, the re-
mode angles. Plate-mode angles of incidence are defined as the suiting reflected or transmitted beam profiles are determined
incident angles of the impinging plane waves at which leaky by the physical characteristics of the incident beam and the
Lamb waves are generated, while the latter type of incidence layered medium, which here is taken to be a solid plate im-
denotes an angle of incidence located exactly between two mersed in a liquid.
adjacent plate-mode angles. Changes in profiles were also
studied as a function of angle of incidence and beamwidth.
However, there are neither systematic studies of profile A Gaussian beam of width 2W incident at an angle 0i is
changes nor of the relationship between the mode structure of characterized at z = 0, the boundary between the liquid and
a loaded solid plate and the beam structure of a Gaussian the solid plate, by
beam.

This correspondence is concerned with profile changes in a Uinc(x, 0) = exp [-(x/Wo) 2 + ixk1J, (3)
broader perspective in order to provide better practical insight whose Fourier transform in the k. domain is
into nonspecular reflection and transmission phenomena. A
nonspecularly reflected or transmitted beam will be viewed as V(kx) = iT l /2 Wo exp [-(k x - kl) 2 (WD/2) 2 1. (4)
a result of the interplay between plate-mode structure and Equation (3) implies that the incident angles of constituent
beam characteristics. Emphasis will therefore be placed on incoming plane waves are perturbed about 01 and that this
using an adequate range of values for beamwidth as well as a angular spreading is a function of the beamwidth. For a given
more representative mode structure. sound frequency, this angular spreading can be measured in

terms of 0HW, an angle in degrees, expressing the half-width ofMATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION the Gaussian function V(kx), and 0 HW can be written [61 as

The sound field of a bounded beam reflected from or trans-

mitted through a solid plate immersed in a liquid is repre- OHW - sin-1 (sin 0, + 0.53 Wk) - sin - ' (sin 01 - 0.53 Wk),
sented [61 by (5)

)k4lWI where Wk - (Wv cos O1)/(wW).
U(R)(x 0) (2ir) - ' R(kx) V(kx) Some simple manipulation of (5) gives rise to

kp-irIW 0 HW - 30.4 X/W, (6)

exp (lkx) dk, (1) where X is the sound wavelength in the liquid. The identity

klcg*W0 (6) is a good approximation when X/W is less than unity.
U )(x, -d) = (2)' J T(kx) V(kx) Typical values of OHW are summarized in Table I for a fre-

k1-lWe quency of 2 MHz and for several values of W under considera-tion.
- exp I i(kxx - ksd) ] dkx, (2)

B. Mode Structure

Mblmacaipt ssc Aupst 15, 1980. This wor wasupported by The transmission or reflection coefficient for a solid plate
a I hgtam, U.A Office of Naval Research. immersed in a liquid can be used to describe the acoustical

The miltors sm sith the Phys, Department, Georptown Univer- characteristics of the plate. In general, these coefficients are
ie, Wmutimton, DC 20057. functions of the product fd (frequency times plate thickness).

0018-9537/82/0300-0112S00.75 0 1982 IEEE
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TABLE I traviu reected
ANGULAR SPREADING OF A GAUSSIAN INCIDENT BEAM FOR OF - I

VARIOUS BEAMWIDTH AND FREQUENCY OF 2 MHz 0
(a) -o

W OHW -20

(in) \/W (degrees) 0--

* 0.2362 14.4 (b)

* 0.1181 7.2 o 201

0.0591 3.6 o - i-. -

0.0394 2.4 (c)- 10,

2 0.0147 0.89 -20 1
8 0.0037 0.22

32 0.0009 0.06 0

(d) - o 0

-201
TABLE II

MODE STRUCTURE OF A WATER-BRASS-WATER SYSTEM FOR 02L6 026

fd = 7 MHz- mm XWo X1%

Fig. 2. Transmitted and refle. Led beam profiles for water-brass-water,
7 MHz - mm and plate-mode incidence at 39.60. Beamwidth values

Modes (degrees) S(Pn,Pm) are (a) I in, (b)' in, (c) 2 in, and (d) 8 in.

Ao(SO) 43.2
A1  39.6 3.6 known that the reflected or transmitted sound field quite fre-
S1  34.2 5.4 quently is no longer Gaussian, that the reflected beam often is
A2  27.4 6.8 "displaced" [7], sometimes split into distinct beams with an
S2 22.05 5.35 energy-null separating the sections [ 81, or sometimes reflected
A3  19.3 2.75 as a Gaussian beam witl.out any apparent change from the
S3  16.25 3.05 original Gaussian profile.
S4  16.0 0.25
A4  15.25 0.75 These nonspecular reflection and transmission phenomena
S 5.65 9.6 can be predicted if one takes into account the mode structure

of the plate, the width and frequency of the incident beam,
and the angle of incidence as given in (1 )-(6).

As an example of suc calculations, consider a brass plate
s , ASA,SA, S. A,A, immersed in water, with the parameter fd bein, 7 MHz - mm

, I I and the Gaussian incident beam having a frequency f= 2 MHz.
Two series of calculations are discussed here for two types of

0 incidence: incidence at the plate-mode angle Oi = 39.60 and
0 ,incidence at the i-tween-mode angle 6, = 41.40.

5 For the selected A 1 plate-mode incidence angle, four pro-
"" files are calculated for the following beamwidths: (a) -1 in,

(b) - in, (c) 2 in, and (d) 8 in. The resulting profiles are
plotted in Fig. 2.

"-- 10(a) Since J in is a rather narrow beamwidth, the angular
INCIDENT ANGLE spreading0OHw covers *;.ree adjacent modes, A0 on the left

and S1 and A 2 on the i.,ht. With this wide coverage of 0HW,
Fig. 1. Plane wave transmission modulus for water-brass-water system the reflected profile sh -ws a complicated pattern with more

with fd = 7.0 MHz • mm. Standard plate-mode nomenclature is used than one secondary peaks and intensity nulls, caused by the
to identify plate-mode angles of incidence, influence of the involved neighboring modes. The transmitted

beam exhibits a lateral displacement of approximately 2W 0 ,
Their analytical behavior is completely determined by a num- which is the prjection of the beamwidth onto the reflecting
ber of pole-zero pairs (6]. These pole-zero pairs are associated interface.
with plate-mode angles of incidence. The complete set of (b) A beamwidth of - in implies that the angular spreading
plate modes forms the mode structure of the layered system 0HW is 7.20, including on both sides two modes, A 0 and S 1 .
under consideration. Thus the mode structure identifies the The reflected profile exhibits only one intensity null and the
plate-mode angles Op and the angular separation between only secondary peak, broadened considerably, indicates com-
them. In the following, S(Pn, Pm) denotes the angular separa- peting influences of the adjacent modes. In the transmitted
tion between modes p. and Pm. Table Ii describes the mode profile, this phenomenon also appears in the trailing edge of
structure of a brass plate immersed in water for an fd of 7 the sound field, while the lateral displacement is decreased but
MHz - mm. This value of fd was chosen so that S(pn, Pm) has still significant, extending to approximately We.
a wide range of values, which are also comparable to the values (c) For a beamwidth of 2 in, the angular spreading OHW =
of 8HW listed in Table i. The corresponding transmission co- 0.890 is narrowly centered about the A 1 mode. Both reflected
efficient is shown in Fig. 1. In both Table i and Fig. 1, the and transmitted profiles are influenced only by this mode.
letters A and S denote symmetric and antisymmetric modes, These profiles are typical whenever only one mode is involved.
respecutively. (d) With a very large beamwidth, 8 in in this case, the angu-

CALCULATED RESULTS lar spreading becomes extremely small such that the beam
profiles are strongly determined by the behavior of the plane

The expressions given above can be used to calculate the wave coefficients. Almost total transmission is obtained with
energy or amplitude profiles of reflected or transmitted sound no nonspecular features present. The reflected profile, al-
fields produced by an incident Gaussian beam. It is well- though of very low intensity, retains its nonspecular features
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, ,, of the incident angle. The observations can be summarized as
follows.

(a) ) Plate-Mode Incidence: For a rather wide Gaussian beam,
(a) Ji.e., very small angular spreading, nonspecular features are not

significant, and beam profiles are determined essentially by
plane wave reflection coefficients. When the angular spreading
covers several modes, i.e., for narrow beams, the beam profiles

(b) .become nonspecular and complex, indicating the competing
;-20 influence of these modes. Typical single-mode profiles are

obtained when the angular spreading of the beam is significant
and includes only one mode.

(c) - 2) Between-Mode Incidence: Special nonspecular phenom-
ena are observable when OHW =: S(Pn, pm)/ 2 . When the angu-

0- lar spreading is very small, reflected and transmitted beam
0. profiles are specular. For a very large angular spreading, the

(d; influence of two modes is essentially the same as that of a
-2"' single mode, and the resulting beam profiles are similar to
30 *-' .. j ... single mode profiles.

2 0 The analysis presented here can also be used to explain the
% oresults of Firestone [91, who was unable to produce total

Fig. 3. Transmitted and reflected beam profiles for water-brass-wate, transmission through plates at all the angles of incidence where
7 MHz mm apd between-mode incidence at 41.40. Beamwidth value a plate mode should have been generated; neither S(np, Pm)
values are (a)l in, (b) 2 in. tc) J in, and (d) I in. nor 0 HW were considered in his experiments.

In view of the approach outlined above, one can also explain
why Schoch 171 was unable to identify experimentally all

because of an extremely sharp phase shift of the reflection co- possible modes of a plate of a given fd. His criterion for the
efficient at plate-mode incidence, excitation of a mode was the observation of "lateral beam

The results of calculations for the between-mode angle of displacement"; however, such a displacement occurs only
inLidence are shown in Fig. 3 for beamwidths of (a) J in, when the beamwidth and the mode spacing have a very spe-
(b) 2 in, (c) in, and (d) 1 in. The following features should cific relationship to each other. Using Schoch's criterion,

modes other than those identified by him can be observed
* be noted.

(a) The beamwidth of in was chosen as the first calcula- simply by adjusting the beantwidth in relation to the known
tion value for a specific reason. Special nonspecular features, mode spacing.
consisting of a series of closely spaced secondary peaks, were' Finally, applying the present analysis to the known mode
observed to be most pronounced for this beamwidth in both spacing where fd becomes very large (e typical liquid-solid
reflected and transmitted profiles. In this case 0 HW = 2.40, single boundary) one can see why only one of the extremely
which is of the right magnitude to induce competing influ- large number of possible modes, the Rayleigh mode, will yield
ences of modes A 0 and A I. nonspecular reflection. As fd becomes very large, all the pos-

(b) When the beamwidth is much larger, 2 in, then 0 HW = sible Lamb modes are extremely closely spaced and only the
0.890. This is small enough to eliminate essentially the in- lowest mode, the Rayleigh mode, is angularly separated from
fluence of any mode; thus nonspecular phenomena disappear the rest. Thus even a rather wide incident beam has a value of
and both the high reflection and low transmission are entirely OHW , which although it may well be much less than 10, is
specular. much larger than the S(pn, Pm ) for the Lamb modes, and as

(c) For a beamwidth of -1 in, the angular spreading becomes was pointed out above, this situation will result in simple
rather large, with 8 HW = 7.20. This includes only the modes specular reflection. Only the separated Rayleigh mode is able
A0 and A 1, and the resulting transmitted and reflected pro- to produce nonspecular reflectivity effects, provided the inci-
files indicate that a combination of two modes behaves like a dent beam has the correct angular spreading.
single mode if the value ofOHw of the incoming beam is
much larger than the mode spacing. REFERENCES

(d) With the beamwidth being - in and an associated 0 HW
of 3.60, the resulting profiles are a mixture of those described III H. L. Bertoni and 1. TamirJ. Appl. h)ys., vol. 2, p. 157, 1973.
in (a) and (c) above, manifesting both interference and single- 121 L. F. Pitts, "'A unified theoretical description of ultrasonic beam

reflections from a solid plate in a liquid," Ph.D. Thesis. Physicsmode nonspecular features in the reflected and transmitted DprmnGogtw nvriy ahntn C 95Department, Georgetownt University. Washington, DC'. 1975.
profiles. 131 K. W. Ng. "Nonspecular ultrasonic bounded beam transmission

through solid plates." Ph.D. Thesis, Physics Department. George-
CONCLUSION town University. Washington. DC. 1979.

141 T.D.K. Ngoc and W. G. Mayer. J. Appl. Phys.. vol. 50, p. 7948.
1979.It has been demonstrated that the basic features of non- 151 -,J. Acoust. Soc. Am.. vol. 67, p. 1149. 1980.specularly reflected and transmitted beam profiles for a solid 161 -,JEEE Trans. Son. UIrason., vol. SU-27, p. 229, 1980.

plate immersed in a liquid can be predicted from comparison 171 A. Schoch, Acustica, vol. 2, p. 18, 1952.
of the incident beamwidth, i.e., its angular spreading of its 181 W. G. NeubauerJ. App. Phys., vol. 44, p, 48, 1973.
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Characterization of Localized Surface Elastic Defects
by Nonspecular Reflection at the Rayleigh Angle

Tran D. L Ngoc' and Walter G. Mayer'
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The relationships between characteristics of elastic defects and nonspecular features of
bounded ultrasonic beams reflected at the Rayleigh angle from a liquid-solid interface are
investigated. The results can serve as a theoretical basis for interpretation of Rayleigh angle
nonspecularly reflected beam profiles as characterization of localized surface elastic defects.

KEY WORDS: bounded ultrasonic beam reflectivity; Rayleigh angle, beam profile; surface defects;
nonspecular reflection; NDE.

1. INTRODUCON

When an ultrasonic bounded beam is incident at \ ,
a liquid-solid interface, the reflected beam very often "
has a lower intensity level but the same intensity
distribution profile. However, at Rayleigh-angle inci-
dence, the reflected intensity profile is known to
display a number of distinct features that substan-
tially deviate from the profile of the incident beam.
These features, which are normally referred to as I
nonspecular reflection effects, may include a lateral
beam displacement, one or more minimum intensity LIQUID (p', V)
areas, and a trailing sound field. Such a nonspecu- sOI qo, VL0 ysX

larly reflected profile is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Several authors,( 1 ) although using different

mathematical techniques, were able to describe non- Z
specular reflectivity at the critical Rayleigh angle for
a liquid-solid interface. Nonspecular reflectivity was FIg. . Coordinate system and a typical nonspeculauly reflected
also demonstrated and described(3 ) for incidence near beam profile at the Rayleigh angle.
the longitudinal critical angle. Study of nonspecular s 4  toi
effects was then extended to a more complex struc- shown to possess nonspecular features at critical
ture, that of a solid plate immersed in a liquid, in Lamb mode angles.
which both reflected and transmitted beams were It was realized that the distinct features associ-

ated with nonspecular reflection could be used to
characterize the elastic properties, or any derivation

'Physics Department. Georgetown University. Washington, D.C. therefrom, of solid materials. These features can con-
20057. stitute a readily recognizable signature that is uniquely
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94 Ngoc and Mayer

related to small variations of certain elastic properties flected from a liquid-solid interface at the Rayleigh
of the medium to be examined. Mayer and Ngoc"61t  angle. It is then intended to serve as a theoretical
have demonstrated the utility of nonspecular features basis for interpretation of Rayleigh-angle nonspecu-
as a signature to detect local fluctuations of elastic larly reflected profiles, when they are used as a
properties. Their experimental results (see Fig. 2) and signature to characterize a localized surface elastic
preliminary calculations showed that the profile of a defect.
2 MHz beam reflected from a water-brass interface
underwent a substantial shift in intensity between
two sections of a beam as the beam was scanned 2. NONSPECULAR REFLECTION AT
across the known location of an elastic defect. RAYLEIGH ANGLE
Chimenti and AdlertS) have used Rayleigh-angle inci-
dence for the detection of small surface-connected Mathematically, a bounded ultrasonic beam can
fatigue cracks in a titanium alloy, demonstrating that be described as a superposition of an infinite number
the presence of a fatigue crack leads to a reduction in of plane waves of different amplitude which have the
intensity over one section of the nonspecularly re- same frequency but are incident at slightly different
flected beam. angles centered about the principal incident direc-

This paper is a theoretical investigation of the tion. In Fig. 1, an ultrasonic beam bounded in the
relationships between characteristics of elastic defects (x. z) plane and uniform in the y dimension is shown
and nonspecular features of a bounded beam re- to be incident at an angle 0,, which is assumed to be

the principal incident direction. The beam is char-
acterized by angular frequency w = 2trf and con-
tained within an effective width of 2w, which is
projected onto the interface along the x axis as 2%,,.

It was shown through Fourier analysis(S) that the
sound field of an incident beam can be uniquely
determined at any point in the (x, z) plane if its field
distribution is given in any plane. Consequently, once
the sound field is determined in the plane Z = 0. a
well-defined incident beam can be specified anywhere
by the following Fourier integral transform pair:

"-U_-. - in, (XZ = (27)V k
"4, - / w

.exp[i(xk, + zk:)] dk, (I)

V(k.)=f Uim(xO)exp(-ixk.)dx (2)

In (1) and (2), k is the wave vector variable
whose x and z components are k. and k.; the wave
vector k, = (w/v) sinO, describes the central direc-
tion of propagation of the incident beam: V(k,) is
the amplitude of the constituent plane waves;
.Ui,(x,O) is the field distribution of the incident

beam in the plane z 0 0; and the time-dependent
factor, exp(- itt), is suppressed for convenience. In
all calculations described in this paper, the incident

beam is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution,
Fig. 2. Schlieren photographs showing profile changes due to an which is characterized at the plane z = 0 by
elastic defect for a 2 MHz beam incident onto a water-brass
interface at the Rayleigh angle. (a) no defect: (b) with defect. [ 1
(After ref. 6.) Uin(x.0) exp[ - (x/wo)+ ixk., (3)
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Hence, from (2), the specific form of V(k.) is 1

V(k.) - w'/2woexp[- (k. - k,)2(wo/2)2] (4) .8

The mathematical representation that describes . -.

the incident beam by (1) can be extended to represent 6 ,/"
a bounded ultrasonic beam reflected from a liquid- , / \ ,
solid interface. In the same manner, the reflected .- , , \
beam is a superposition of constituent plane waves,/
which are individually reflected according to the plane 2 . "
wave reflection coefficient R(k 1 ) associated with the
liquid-solid structure. In other words, the sound field
of the reflected beam can be represented by 2 -1 0 1 2

U(x, z) -(2wr)- Ifkf R(k.,)V(k,5 )
,- Fig. 3. Variations of reflected profile as vs is changed with VL and

density is kept constant. (p" - 7.94. vL - 5.84 km/s. and , - Op
exp[i(xkx + A. ) ] dk_ 5 corresponding to vs - 3.13 kin/s).

where R (k) is given 2
) by of the beam. This is a typical nonspecularly reflected

-2k) -+4kxKsKd- pk /K (6) minimum and a trailing field away from the insoni-
(k 2 -2k2) 2 +4k KSKd+pk'Ka/K fied area.

in which
3. APPLICATION OF RAYLEIGH-ANGLE

P = P'/P" NONSPECULAR REFLECTIVITY TO

k (w /v)(l + ia/2w) DEFECT CHARACTERIZATION

kd = (w/d)(I + iad/2w) The very distinct features produced by the non-
specular effects present themselves as an effective

k (, u +)( +ia 1 2w) means to characterize elastic properties associated

with the material medium under investigation, pro-
K = (k 2 - k2)t/2 vided small fluctuations in the elastic properties can

be related to discernible changes in the nonspecular
Kd = (k- k2)/2 features of the reflected profile. In order to determine

whether these changes are discernible, or if any exist
K s = (k 2 - k 2)1/2 (7) at all, reflected profiles were calculated for Rayleigh-

angle incidence as the key elastic properties of stain-
The quantities a, ad, and a, in (7) denote attenuation less steel were varied. Starting with the initial selec-
per wavelength for sound waves in liquid and for tion of elastic parameters, p - 7.94, OL - 5.84 km/s,
longitudinal and shear waves in solid, respectively, and vs - 3.13 km/s, each of these parameters was
The integral in (5) can be carried out to provide the varied while keeping the others fixed. It was found
distribution profile of the sound field of the reflected that the nonspecular features were quite insensitive to
beam for any incident angle. For example, the inten- variation of p and v L . However, even small fluctua-
sity profile of a 2 MHz, 20 mm Gaussian beam tions in vs resulted in substantial changes in the
reflected from a water-stainless steel interface at the nonspecularly reflected profile.
Rayleigh angle is presented in Fig. 3, where the Figure 3 shows the results of calculations where
profile (solid curve) is seen to have primarily two the value of the shear wave velocity was changed
sections, with the higher one being laterally displaced from the assumed value of vs - 3.13 km/s to 3.09
to the right and the lower one to the left of the center and 3.05 km/s, respectively. It is seen that a change
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Fig. 4. Percentage change in vR as a function of percentage change 0
in vL and vs, respectively. Fig. 5. Changes in reflected profile (upper curves) due to three

stepwise changes in vs (lower curves).

of about 1.5% in the value of vs can produce substan-
tial changes in the reflected beam profile as the with a much smaller percentage change, I% (vs = 3.17
higher section shifts to the left while the intensity km/s), the change in the peak intensity of the left
minimum becomes less pronounced. These results section is readily observable.
indicate that the shear wave velocity of the solid With elastic defects simply described by (8), the
medium has a dominant influence in determining the above results can serve to demonstrate the possibility
nonspecular features. This can be seen from Fig. 4, of applying nonspecular effects of Rayleigh-angle
where the percentage changes in vR are plotted as reflection to defect characterization. Another specifi-
functions of percentage changes in vL and vs, demon- cation of elastic defects, which is probably more
strating that vR is strongly related to vs but is almost realistic than that given by (8), can be achieved by
independent of small changes in vL.

It can therefore be established from the preced-
ing results that, in applying Rayleigh-angle nonspecu- 1
lar reflectivity to elastic defect characterization,
defects can be reasonably specified by the value of
the shear velocity only. The simplest type of elastic
defects can then be specified by setting, for example,

S3.23 km/s - w0 < X < 0

's 3.13 km/s otherwise (8)

This stepwise defect, which is of half-beamwidth size 'S

and centered at x = - w,/2, is schematically repre-
sented by the curve of a step function below the x
axis in Fig. 5. As the beam impinges upon the surface
area which contains such a defect, the nonspecularly 3.23 - 0 2

reflected beam is expected to have a quite different 3.13 -..... ". .
profile. Figure 5 shows a sharp increase in intensity 0
in the left section of the reflected beam, where theWitelets f the rm, e t Fig. 6. Changes in reflected profile due to a smoothly varying
elastic defect is present. With vs - 3.23 km/s, vs  elastic defect (upper curves). Variations of v5 are assumed to be
changes by 3% as the peak intensity of the left section sinusoidal (lower curves). Profile change shown in Fig. 5 is re-
of the beam becomes four times stronger. However, drawn for comparison.

I • nl nITi II~ USAn
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representing the shear velocity vs in the form

3.18+0.05 sin[2v'(x + x,)/s + ir/2]
V for x,.-s/2 x< x,.+s/2 c

3.13 for x >x,.+s/2andx<x,-s/2
B

(9) _

An elastic defect, as modeled by (9), has size s, and

its center is located at x =x,. A defect of type (9) is
plotted in Fig. 6 along the x axis, where s = w0 and u /O

x, = -wo/2. With this defect present, Fig. 6 shows ----"- A

the profile of a 2 MHz, 20 mm beam as it is reflected B

at the Rayleigh angle from the water-stainless steel
interface. The left section of the beam is shown to be C

affected by the presence of the defect, having a much Fig. 7. Variation of defect characterizing profile as a function of

higher intensity. The resulting reflected profile now defect location with defect centered (a) at x/wo- -0.5; (b) at

does not show any abrupt variation as shown in Fig. x/ - 0: (c) at x1 wo - + 0.5. Defect size and deviations as in

5 when a stepwise defect is considered. Fig. 6.

4. DETERMINATION OF DEFECT SIZE AND reflection. This specularly reflected beam section con-
LOCATION firms the existence of the defect and also identifies

where the defect is. In addition, the calculation re-
The above calculations have illustrated how non- suits presented in Fig. 5 lead to the observation that

specular reflectivity at the Raleigh angle can be the more the elastic defect deviates from the standard
utilized to detect an elastic defect. In other words, the value, the stronger the intensity of the specular sec-
nonspecularly reflected profiles are used as signatures tion is.
that can determine whether such a defect exists. This
application can be made more effective if informa-
tion derivable from these signatures can point out
where a defect is located, how large it is, and to what
extent the elastic property deviates from the standard
value. The following calculations are intended to
illustrate how nonspecularly reflected profiles, when
used as defect signatures, are sensitive to variations in
defect size, location, and elastic deviation. In these
calculations, the elastic defect under consideration is _
the smoothly varying type described by (9).

First, three reflected profiles were calculated for
three locations of the elastic defect with its size being
kept the same, s = w0. The results are shown in Fig. 7
for x - - wo/2, 0, and wo/2. In Fig. 7, as the defect , '" . , XN
is moved from left to right, there appears an addi- -2 0 2
tional intensity peak that moves with it. Since the 3.23
elastic defect causes the elastic property to deviate 3.13 /
from that corresponding to Rayleigh-angle incidence, Fig. S. Variation of defect characterizing profile as a function of
it is apparent that the part of the incident beam defect size. Variation in defect size (lower curve) causes changes in

impinging upon the defect area undergoes a specular beam profile (upper curve).
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Measurements of harmonic profiles
of a bounded ultrasonic beam in a
liquid medium

D.D. MCLENNAN, T.D.K. NGOC and W.G. MAYER

The acoustic field of a bounded finite-amplitude beam is governed by competing
mechanisms such as medium non-linearity, interference, and attenuation. An analytic
determination of the distribution of sonic energy in the individual harmonic
components is often not reliable; consequently an experimental mapping of those
harmonic components may be more appropriate. An experimental method is presented
here which involves a miniature hydrophone probe which has been frequency calibrated
for each harmonic component using a light diffraction technique. Measurements (made
across the sound field) of the acoustic amplitude of the first three harmonic components
are presented.

KEYWORDS: ultrasonics, transducer calibration, hydrophones

Introduction But, to obtain quantitative comparisons between the
frequency-content distribution of the sound fields at dif-

Acoustic wave propagation is an inherently non-linear ferent locations, it is necessary to make measurements with
process. As a consequence of this non-linearity, an a probe whose frequency response is accurately calibrated.
originally sinusoidal waveform distorts toward a sawtooth
shape as it travels through a medium. Examination of the In this paper, experimental investigation of non-linear
spectral content of the distorted waveform reveals that this harmonic generation involves quantitative measurements of
distortion corresponds to the self-generation of harmonics the sound field of a low-MHz ultrasonic beam propagating
within the sound beam. Thus, the harmonic content in water using a calibrated miniature hydrophone.
represents a quantitative measure of the waveform Measurements were made in a region of the sound field that
distortion. was useful experimentally, as well as in an area where all
Many ultrasonic experiments are conducted under con- competing effects such as non-linearity, attenuation, and
ditions conducive to the production of significant wave interference are significant. In the following, the experimen-
distortion (that is, some combination of high initial intensity tal procedure is described in detail and the measured
and long pathlengths). Moreover, numerous evaluation tech- profiles of the first three harmonics are presented.
niques using ultrasonics are based on the assumption that
the probing beam contains only one frequency. If, however, Experimental procedure
sonic distortions are present, beam reflectivity, absorption, The experimental procedure is centred around two
intensity distribution within the beam and other parameters techniques:
may change sufficiently so that the evaluation of the
received beam may lead to erroneous results if one does not (1) Mapping of the sound field by an electro-medianlcal
take account of the multiple frequency components present probe.
In the originally sinusoidal beam. (2) Acousto-optic interaction for calibrating the probe.

Rather than attempting to determine analytically the distri- The experimental set-up is therefore designed to accommo-
bution of ultrasonic energy as well as the degree of distortion date both techniques. Because the calibration procedure
pment In all areas of the sound field, an often easier and is rather involved, It will be described separately.
more reliable method is to probe this sound field with a
measuring device sensitive to the harmonic constituents. Experimental mwthodeolgy

Measurements of the harmonic distribution in an acoustic Of the known methods currently in use, 3 the two techniques

beam have been made" showing the profiles of the fund&- most often mentioned for mapping bounded acoustic beams
mental and some harmonics at several propaption distance. are miniature hydrophones and diffraction of light by

sound. The miniature hydrophone is suited for probing a

T uthors we In the Physics Oepertr~nt, GeatO Univrsity, small area, but it does not have a linear frequency response.'
ahinpton DC 20057, USA. Pgpr recelivd 15 Januay 1982. On the other hand, the light intensity of a diffraction order

RevI 11 June 1962. is independent of frequency but represents an integration
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of the acoustic field across the sound beam. The experimen- 10
tal technique used here, employing a miniature hydrophone
to map the sound field and a light diffraction set-up to
calibrate the hydrophone, makes use of the major strengths V 3 - A
of these two techniques. 6 MHz /0

The specific experimental set-up is illustrated in Fig. 1. The . 9 MHz /
sound beam is generated along the z-axis and the translation " /
of the probe is along the x-axis, across the sound beam. The _ /a /
electrical signal from the probe, representing the local
sound field, is connected to a spectral analyser to select the
desired harmonic component. The sound absorber is 6 ' /
installed behind the probe to ensure that the ultrasonic I
beam consists of progressive waves only. The light diffrac. 8 /
tion system is also presented in Fig. 1. The combination of ./

light source, lenses, and aperture produces a collimated a'
light beam passing perpendicularly to the sound beam and 4

forms a diffraction pattern on the face of the photodiode.
The lenses and aperture were adjusted so as to maximize the
spatial separation of the diffraction orders.

The source of the ultrasonic field was an air-backed quartz
transducer driven at 3 MHz and having an effective radiating
diameter of 2.0 cm. The probe used was a miniature

hydrophone manufactured by Mediscan Incorporated with
a circular detecting area 1.0 nun in diameter embedded in a
hypodermic needle 1.3 mm in diameter. The detecting area
of the probe is thus comparable to the sound wavelength 0 0 4 08 3.2 1.6 2.0 24
and would therefore represent only a minimal disturbance v
to the sound field. In addition, the probe was inserted
through a piece of sound absorbing rubber positioned in Fig. 2 Plot of Raman-Neth parameter apinst probe output for
front of the electrical connection of the probe, thus 3, 6. and 9 MHz. The parameter v is dimensionless and the sound

eliminating the possibility of establishing a significant amplitude is expressed in arbitrary units

standing-wave pattern between transducer and probe.

Calibration
where k is the wavenumber of light, Po the maximum

The measuring probe was calibrated using the diffraction acoustic pressure, L the interaction length, and (ap/ap)s
of light by sound. The interaction of light with high- the partial derivative of the refractive index with respect
frequency sound manifests itself in the form of a diffraction to pressure in adiabatic conditions. This partial derivative
pattern with the light intensity of the nth order being given is identified as the piezo-optic coefficient. When a bounded
bys  sound beam is considered, the value of Po in (2) must be

replaced by the maximum acoustic pressure averaged over
1, = J,2(v) (I) the interaction length.

where J,(v) is the nth-ordered Bessel function of the first Within the narrow frequency range under consideration,
kind. The argument Y, the Raman-Nath parameter, of the the piezo-optic coefficient, and hence the Raman-Nath
above Bessel function is defined as parameter, is independent of sound frequency 6 As a result,

(2) implies that there exists a linear relationship between
kp 0 L (ap/ap)s (2) the Raman-Nath parameter Y and the acoustic pressure Po,

which is a measure of sound amplitude. In turn, Y can be
determined from the measured light intensity using (1).

"biosbe The output of the measuring probe, which is considered to7oTro, I consist of the miniature hydrophone and the spectrum
P-- - - Ph*otoe analyser, is calibrated against v derived from the known

Sweso -4L  behaviour of Jo1 (v) by measuring the percentage light
14n LAM intensity of the zeroth order. With reference to Fig. 1, the

*pr e calibration was carried out with the light beam intercepting
the sound field between the transducer and the hydrophone,
which was positioned about 5 mm from the transducer face.

rf In this manner, the diffracted light intensity and the probe
T naclum r output were simultaneoudy measured at different

transducer driving voltages for 3,6, and 9 MHz.

The values of v were derived following the above procedure
and were then plotted against the probe output as illustrated

MIA. 1 S meft of the experimental wt-m. The mund beat in Fig. 2. It can be oen that the relationship between v and
travls In the & dinition and the lIght beam In the x direction the probe output is linear for all frequencies. The dopes of
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the three lines in Fig. 2, then, represent the specific response
of the measuring probe to each frequency. Relative to the
fundamental frequency, this response can be quantitatively
described in terms of the ratios 1.0:2.9:3.5 for 3, 6, and
9 MHz, respectively.

Measurement of harmonic profiles 10

The above procedure was used to measure the local sound Afield as the sound waves travelled in water. Throughout the
experiment the launched intensity was kept the same by
setting the sound amplitude at the beam centre to 6
correspond to v = 2.4, which is the first zero of Jo(v),
describing the light intensity of the zeroth order. This was z-25
also used as a procedure to check whether standing waves 4 z-23
existed in the sound field, because the light intensity of 21
the zeroth order' would not behave like JoI() and would 2N ,
not go to zero at v = 2.4 in the presence of standing waves. 2- •

In this experiment, the absence of significant standing waves z- 17
was continually confirmed by this procedure. o 1 Z-15

0 2 4 6 8 10
Measurements were made across the sound beam at six a cm]
different probe-to-source distances for 3, 6, and 9 MHz.
Fig. I indicates that the position of the probe across the Fig. 4 Variation of beam profile along the z direction for the
beam is described by the x-axis and the probe-to-source fundamental frequency component
distance by the z-axis. As a result, three sets of beam pro-
files were obtained describing the variation of beam
profiles as a function of probe-to-source distance under the
influence of competing mechanisms: non-linearity, attenua-
tion, and interference. These are presented in Figs 3-6.
Figure 3 shows typical beam profiles of three harmonic
components measured at the same distance, z = 21 cm. The o

vertical scale, in arbitrary units, represents the measbed
sound amplitude, which has been adjusted in accordance
with the calibration results obtained earlier. The lines con-
necting the points are meant to be a visual aid and do not
represent a fit to the data.

10 -- 25

4 z,23
3 MHI -- - ••1

3 MHz 2 z1
66 MHzMcpoe

9 MHz .. ••1

0 1 z-t15

-0 2 4 6 8 10

46 -Fig. 5 Variation of beam profile along the z direction for the
. 6 MHz component

S Figures 4-6 present the variation of beam profiles of 3, 6,

1 4 - and 9 MHz components along the z-axis. The values of
probe-to-source distance range from 15 cm to 25 cm in 2 cm
increments. These probe-to-source distances were chosen

- for investigation in order to have measurements made in a
range where effects due to non-linearity, attenuation, and

2 interference were believed to be significant while all har-
monic components of interest wee still measurable.

-/ -Some salient features of the beam profiles can be observed
in Figs 4-6. The oscillatory variation in the maximum

o amplitude of the 3 MHz profiles shown in Fig. 4 points
0 2 4 s S 10 to the dominance of the interference process in determining

a (Cm] the general profile shape. In Figs 5 and 6, the prence of
Fie. 3 Representstive profiles of the first three hmoni a the medium non-linearity mechanism Is clearly wen in the
a - 21 em steady growth of the 6 and 9 M-z profiles. Particularly in

is tn raQI IIt ssu Y M OIy 11



Fig. 5, at z 23 and 25 cm, the growth of the 6 MHz beam
profiles seems to be levelling off, indicating a possible balance
between the damping effect of attenuation and the growth
of the harmonic due to medium non-linearity. For the
near-Gaussian initial profile produced by the 3 MtH trans-
ducer under investigation, it is observed, in general, that the 10
profiles of all harmonic components do not show any
appreciable beam-spreading effect.

a
Conclusion

The above results establish that the employed experimental 6

method, which combines miniature hydrophone measure- A
ment and a light diffraction technique, allows for a quanti- 4. I Z-2
tative comparison of different harmonic components of a 2
finite-amplitude bounded acoustic beam travelling in a
liquid medium. From these results one can draw conclusions 2 1

about the actual frequency-content of an ultrasonic beam Sl-1
which has travelled in a liquid medium before it is used to e011

evaluate the properties of a sample to be tested. This know- 0 0 2 4 6 a 1
ledge appars to be important in all cases where the x[crni

eval ati n t cli iq u is req enc de end nt.F g. 6 Variation of beam profile along th ea z direction for the

Acnowledgemnent 9 MHz component
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